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Product Datasheet 
VALHALLA FLAGS and CIRCLES 

Valhalla 
As the name suggests, these slabs will bring a majestic and timeless appearance to your patio and garden.  
The beautiful colour blends create the effect of natural stone with durability, adding character to your 
outdoor.  The rippled riven texture and gentle contoured fettle edge has a magnificent but warm look, ideal 
for any type of surroundings. 
 
Valhalla is available in a variant of modest colours.  These come in mixed pack sizes to suit your needs and 
will earn you compliments from your neighbours and family. 
 
Weather and slip resistant slabs with stunning look whatever the weather 
 

 Majestic and timeless appearance 
 Beautiful colour blends and gentle contoured texture creates the effect of natural stone 
 Easy to install 
 Mixed pack sizes 
 Slip and weather resistant 
 50mm slab means no mortar bed which results in huge cost reduction   
 Valhalla slab price is competitive against natural stone  
 Frost proof with Scottish materials and hard wearing surface  
 Locally sourced and not transported from overseas  

 
Guide:   

 Flags can be jointed with sand, rompox or mortar 
                   (latter likely cause staining)   

 As flags are laid allow a 2-3mm joint  
 20-40mm sharp sand screeded over sub-base aggregates 

laid to a typical depth of 250-350mm depending on  
sub grade and compacted using a plate vibrator.   

 Please note compaction is key to assure area is even. 
 

 
 

product size (mm) colours 
manufactured 

m2/pack finish edge no/pack weight/pack 
(kg) 

m2/artic 
delivery 

580 x 435 x 
50 

10 

580 x 290 x 
50 

10 

435 x 435 x 
50 

20 

435 x 290 x 
50 

10 

Valhalla Flags 

290 x 290 x 
50  

Slate, Bracken & 
Oasis 

10.1 riven fettled 

10 

1100 242.4 

Valhalla Circles 
(sold as one unit) 

50 x 2.24m 
diameter 

Slate, Bracken & 
Oasis 

 3.94 riven fettled  449  

 

 

 


